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35 Special mixture’s without current line (4)
36 Notice injury initially accidental for son? (6)
37 Knotted strong tie in grafting arrangement of ribbons (7)
40 Perhaps rundled dairy-maid returns after sex? (5)
43 Freedom of movement in strong adder (7)
44 Roll last of crapulent - dead drunk (4)
45 Fib in Mississippi, say, starts to become rife, easily repeated (4)
46 Tall nurse to do service no longer (5)
47 It may be set to turn over on daily transport (9, two words)
48 What could make twice Pepsi’s allowance in part? (5)
49 Pits in orbs, perhaps, with son developing herpes (7)
Down
1 With little from the south, Spanish capo slaps Arab angrily (13, two words)
2 Euros (160) underneath porch (5)
3 Twee shrew laid over nurse-maid (6)
4 Stocks are deployed on these subsidiary reels (6, two words)
5 Carve roast cohos (4)
6 Armada to bless female fighter in corrido (7)
8 Makes dual set sob uncontrollably (6)
9 Perhap sign English study (4)
10 Expert runs mazes, perhaps (4)
11 Gorgon’s ballet inclines prince to cruel woman (13, two words)
12 Blast in Colombia aboard Bogota piragua (4)
19 Jock’s to order strange upturned cloak from Jonathan (5)
21 Painter of flag objects twice entering canal (5)
22 Mates referring to the whole of books in ciphers (4)
23 Quits with regard to Alabama (4)
25 Second hard Unionist poet’s affirmed (4)
26 Thin section of salsa, say, initially leaves avocados tasting hot (4)
30 Logos’ old bits of gold melted in sideroom (7)
32 Spanish aunt follows Rachel to old Roman tratt (6)
34 Exercise in living one’s own life obtained in ramshackle pier (6)
35 Ascent affected altitude (6)
38 Flag hard language of Maya, say (4)
39 One may note dropping aitch when ‘e first ordered menu (5)
41 Be out of it occasionally giving drunken hug (4)
42 Send eels mostly survive empty net within… (4)
43 … large snakes catching eels initially avoiding meetings (4)

